Your glass cockpit, doubled – to the MAX

Adding the Evolution 1000 MFD (Multi-function Display) to your Aspen Primary Flight Display (PFD) doubles your display area – providing flexible display of moving maps, datalink weather, traffic, charts, geo-referenced airport diagrams and so much more that’s brand new:

- New vibrant colors with the latest aviation glass
- Higher reliability and faster refresh rates with the latest generation processors
- Chart and countdown timers
- Height above ground level (AGL) on navigation and terrain maps
- METAR flags on navigation map

Built on the same platform as the Evolution 1000 PRO PFD, the 1000 MFD MAX provides full PFD redundancy, duplicating all critical sensors and systems. The 1000 MFD MAX can instantly become a fully-functional backup PFD.

For more information visit www.aspenavionics.com